





      

     







This is a letter from Mirza Imran Ahsan from Sydney Australia: 

Mr. Abdul Ghaffar Junba, Asslam o alaikum I am surprised to read your views in your book and the letters you wrote to

Hazrat Khalifatul Masih IV publisehed in your www.alghulam.com. Unfortunately I also consider your dreams and

  messages as WASAAWIS as Hazoor did. You are terribly mistaken.You should better read The Holy Quran carefully.

Read Sura-e-Aal-e-Imran verse 39-40. There is no doubt that the word GHULAM is used for a son nothing other than 

that. It is Sunat-Allah that He promises His prophets with SALEH pious progeny (AULAAD). So did He promised Hazrat 

Masih Maud AS. Ghulam is nothing but son of Hazrat Masih Maud AS. There is no IJTEHAADI GHALATI, if there is 

then verse 40 of Aal-e-Imran is also Allah's Ijtehaadi Ghalati, Naauzobillah. Hazrat Masih Maud AS based his views 

and philosophies and understanding of his ILH AMAAT all on The Holy Quran, so was this prophecy about Musleh

Maud. I will be more inclined to believe the dreams, KASHOOF and ILHAAMAT of Hazrat Khalifa II (Musleh Maud) who

claimed later in 1940s that he is Musleh Maud as promised to Hazrat Masih Maud than yours.

His pious life is in front of me as historical evidence and I see repeated signs of God's will and support for him.

Otherwise believing in you means that I have doubts about the verses of Quran. Naauzobillah, Allah did a mistake in

equating "Ghulam" to "son" in verse 40 of Sura-e-Aal-e-Imran. You better reconsider all your philosophy and join

Jamaat Ahmadiyya in its real spirit.

Although Ghulam can be anyone. But a promised Ghulam was Hazrat Mirza Bashiruddin Mahmood Ahmad Al-Musleh

Maud RA.

If you consider Khalifatul Masih as "Yaa Syed" then you should better remain in the fold of ATAA'AT (obedience). If you

have some doubts about Ghulam or Musleh Maud, then keep them with yourself. Because I consider you seriously

confused in this matter.

I hope and pray that Allah may give you sense and understanding to stop any more of such discussions. Also pray

yourself and also request the Khalifatul Masih for prayers.

You did not tell anything that what Services you did as being Musleh and Ghulam ? Did you do any single service in the

way Islam. If you did, let me know about that. Better join as a humble servant and work for Ahmadiyyat, the true Islam,

and save the humanity from suffering and chaos rather than creating FITNA within the fold of Ahmadiyyat.

http://www.alghulam.com.




Wassalam,

MIRZA IMRAN AHSAN
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